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Abstract 

The fullerenes are a new family of spherical carbon molecules (denoted Cn).  They 
represent the third form of carbon after diamond and graphite.  The synthesis of fullerenes in 
large quantities and at low prices is an industrial and commercial matter of utmost interest.  In 
this study, we demonstrate that the technique of fullerenes synthesis by hydrocarbon combustion 
in rich mixture is the best technique for the fullerenes production at industrial scale. 

In an attempt to optimize fullerenes synthesis by hydrocarbon combustion, we 
investigated 185 flames by systematically varying all flame parameters such as: pressure, gas 
velocity, nature and percentage of inert gas, C/O richness and nature of hydrocarbon.  Modifying 
these parameters allowed us to thoroughly analyze the profiles of fullerenes production rate, 
fullerenes yields (%Cn) in the soot, C70/C60 mass ratio and concentration of heavier fullerenes 
(Cn>) in flames.  These profiles enabled us to completely describe the effect of flame temperature 
on fullerenes formation by hydrocarbon combustion. These profiles indicate that C60 is largely 
formed in the region where the flame temperature is higher. Another result shows that fullerenes 
of higher molecular weight (C70, C76, C78, C80, C84, C86 and C90) are formed mainly under low 
flame temperature conditions. 
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Introduction 
 Since 1990, fullerenes have been available in macroscopic quantities1; and because of 
their particular structures, they have continuously attracted the interest of scientists in order to 
obtain industrial applications.  Currently, applications have been developed in various fields: 
some in materials sciences as superconductors based on fullerenes doped with atoms of alkali 
and alkaline-earth metals2 and as novel optical tool3 and in organic or pharmaceutical chemistry 
4,5 as a new side chain.  The biggest obstacles for wide industrial application of fullerenes are 
presently high cost of production and the difficulty of producing them in large quantity.  There is 
an enormous need to develop techniques that will make it possible to synthesize a broad variety 
of fullerenes and in quantities necessary for applications at the industrial level and at reasonable 
cost.  Moreover, there is also a need to provide processes able to produce mixtures of fullerenes 
particularly those rich in C70 and in heavier fullerenes where the number of carbon is between 76 
and 90, and indicated by Cn>. 

The fullerenes are formed in an inert atmosphere of gas from carbon vapor produced 
either by laser irradiation1,6 or by resistive heating7.  The possibility that fullerenes can be formed 
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in soots stemming from flames was proposed previously 8,9.  The first identification of charged 
fullerenes, in fuel rich flat acetylene-oxygen and benzene-oxygen flames at low pressure was 
reported by Gerhardt et al.,10,11.  In 1991, the first synthesis of C60 and C70 fullerenes in 
macroscopic amounts from soot generated in benzene flames was realized by Howard et al.,12.  
One major advantage associated with the synthesis of fullerenes in flames results from the ability 
to control various parameters, such as pressure, temperature, atomic carbon/oxygen (C/O) ratio 
and initial velocity of the gas mixture at the burner.  This allows one to study the process of 
forming fullerenes in flames and also to follow the evolution of the formation of fullerenes in 
soot.  In this study we investigated the evolution of fullerene formation in benzene-oxygen-argon 
flat flames as a function of the atomic C/O ratio by varying different flame parameters. The 
tendency of formation of C70 and heavier fullerene in flames is also discussed. 
 
Experimental Design 

The experimental apparatus used for fullerene production is based on hydrocarbon 
combustion in a rich mixture and has been described in detail elsewhere13.  The combustion 
system consists of a flat premixed laminar flame stabilized on a water-cooled burner of 7.5 cm 
diameter at low pressure.  The flames were realized by systematically varying different 
parameters as: the initial fresh gas velocity at 298 K at the burner between 40 to 50 cm.s-1, the 
pressure in the combustion chamber between 50 to 100 mbar, the percentage of argon between 0 
to 40% and the atomic C/O ratio from 0.7 to 1.35.  The flames were stabilized for periods of time 
varying from 10 minutes to one hour depending on the quantity of soot produced.  The soot 
material, resulting from the incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons produced by the various 
flames was collected on a filter mounted between the combustion chamber and the vacuum pump 
and extracted by toluene at higher pressure and higher temperature14.  The extracted solution of 
toluene was concentrated and analyzed by a High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 
(Waters) system equipped with a diode-array detector.  The analytical column (Cosmosil 
Buckyprep 4.6 i.d. x 250 mm)15, was used with toluene as mobile phase in gradient elution mode.  
The flow rate was 1.0 ml/min. and the detection was performed at 330 nm.  The volume of the 
injected solution was 50 µl.  In this paper, we present results from 60 benzene - oxygen - argon 
flames. 

 
Results and Discussions 
 We discuss successively the effect of inert gas concentration on fullerenes production 
rate, the evolution of fullerenes yield, of the C70/C60 mass ratio, and of the concentration of 
heavier fullerenes Cn> in soot as a function of the C/O ratio in benzene-oxygen-argon flames.   
 
Effect of Inert Gas Concentration 

The results presented in Fig.1a were obtained from benzene/oxygen/argon flames 
operated at a pressure of 50 mbar and a gas velocity at the burner of 40 cm.s-1.  The analysis of 
the evolution of fullerenes production rate as a function of atomic C/O ratio presented on Fig.1a, 
enables us to conclude that the presence of argon in the gas mixture is more efficient at small 
concentration.  Indeed, the production of fullerenes in flames is highest at 10% of argon and 
tends to decrease at high concentrations.  The experimental data enable us to highlight two 
important results.  First, the maximum production rate of Cn fullerenes increases by almost 100% 
at 10% argon and moves towards high C/O values compared to that obtained in pure flames of 
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C6H6/O2.  This observation confirms the positive contribution of the inert gas to effectively 
produce large quantities of fullerenes using the combustion process.  Second, at high argon 
concentrations, we observe a net decrease in the quantity of fullerenes formed and also a 
displacement of the maximum towards low values of C/O ratio (Fig. 1a).  This can be explained 
by a reduction in the efficiency of the combustion process due to a reduction in the initial carbon 
concentration feed and also to a strong reduction in the temperature of the flame.  The highest 
fullerenes production rate realized in the benzene-oxygen-argon flames is 1292.7 mg/h.  This one 
is obtained at a pressure of 50 mbar and a gas velocity of 45 cm s-1, with a C/O ratio of 1.20 and 
at 10% Ar concentration. 
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Fig 1: Effect of inert gas concentration on fullerenes Cn production rate (a) and the 
evolution of fullerenes yield (b) as a function of the atomic C/O ratio. 

 
Evolution of Fullerene Yields in Flames 
 Another aspect of our research concerns the effect of atomic C/O ratio on the fullerene Cn 
yields present in the soot of C6H6/O2/Ar flames.  Fig.1b gives the %Cn obtained under various 
sooting flame conditions.  This figure reveals that the %Cn reaches very high values and in 
certain cases achieves a maximum at very low values of C/O ratio.  For lean C/O mixtures, the 
%Cn is included between 8.20 and 13.92.  For rich mixtures, we observe a strong reduction in the 
%Cn as the atomic C/O ratio increases.  This means that the maximum yield of fullerenes in 
flames does not correspond to the maximum production rate of fullerenes. 

These results indicate that the process of combustion is very efficient for fullerenes 
formation at low C/O ratio, before the temperature of the flame reaches very high values.  The 
fact that fullerenes production depends on flame temperature is in agreement with the results 
obtained by Baum et al.,16 who observed the presence of a maximum of fullerenes formation as a 
function of flame temperature.  In addition, at low C/O values, precursors of soot and fullerenes, 
the HAP molecules, are formed inside the flame and the majority of the carbonaceous particles 
have sufficient time to finish growing and to lead to stable molecules such as fullerenes.  The 
reduction of fullerens yield observed at C/O ratio ranging between 1.0 and 1.15, where the 
temperature of the flame is very high, can be explained by a reduction of the residence time of 
the active particles – precursors of fullerenes – due to the constant position of the burner inside 
the combustion chamber. 
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Evolution of C70/C60 in Flames 
The C70/C60 mass ratio for the different flame conditions is in the range of 0.61 - 2.29 

compared to 0.02 - 0.18 for the graphite vaporization techniques.  The C70/C60 mass ratio 
generated in flames was strongly correlated with the C/O ratio.  This is clearly shown in Fig. 2a, 
where the C70/C60 ratio is plotted versus different flames conditions.  It shows the presence of a 
minimum where the flame is hottest.  According to these results, we can conclude that the 
C70/C60 ratio is maximum in sooting flame conditions when the temperature of the flame is very 
low.  By comparison with the pure benzene-oxygen flames13, the presence of argon in the gas 
mixture produced soots richer in C70 than in C60.  The much larger yields of C70 and the ability to 
control the C70/C60 ratio by setting the flame conditions is a major advantage of the hydrocarbon 
combustion technique for the synthesis of fullerenes compared to the graphite vaporization 
techniques. 
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Fig 2: Evolution of fullerenes C70/C60 ratio (a) and of the concentration of heavier 
fullerenes Cn> (b) as a function of the atomic C/O ratio. 

 
Evolution of Concentration of Heavier Fullerenes in Flames 
 The largest concentration of heavier fullerenes (Cn> = C76 + C78 + C84 + C86 + C90) was 
observed in the low yields and low production rate flames at low pressure (Fig. 2b).  Indeed, with 
weak richness (C/O ≤ 1.0) where the fullerenes yield in soot is very high, we observe that the 
concentration of Cn> exhibit very low values, lower than 13%.  However in the optimal condition 
of fullerenes production in flames (1.0 < C/O < 1.15; Fig. 1a), the %Cn> varied between 13 to 
22%. In sooting flame conditions where the fullerenes yield is very weak we observe a strong 
increase in the concentration of heavier fullerenes in soot.  The results of the evolution of the 
%Cn> presented in Fig.2b indicate that the concentration of heavier fullerenes present in soot is 
more important when the richness of the gas mixture is very high.  The heavier fullerenes ratio 
obtained with the various flame conditions studied is in the range 5,8 - 44,3% (Fig. 2b). This is 
largely higher compared to 1 - 2% obtained by the graphite vaporization17.  By comparing these 
results with those obtained in the study of the evolution of C70/C60 mass ratio, we can conclude 
that the heavy fullerenes, as well as C70 , are formed mainly under flame conditions producing 
large amounts of soot.  Thus, the hydrocarbon combustion synthesis of fullerenes at low pressure 
makes it possible to control the composition of fullerenes soot by means of flame parameters.  
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This means that hydrocarbon combustion techniques are more efficient than carbon vaporization 
techniques to synthesize fullerenes for research and for many applications envisioned for the 
future. 
 
Conclusion 
 The results of this research clearly demonstrate that hydrocarbon combustion at low 
pressure can be the best technique for large-scale production of fullerenes.  It allows not only the 
control of the various flame parameters, but also the production of soots richer in C70 and 
especially in heavier fullerenes with unrivaled concentrations. 
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